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  Upper Division Upper Division Upper Division 

Criteria Lower Division Lower Division Lower Division  

 Benchmark Milestone Milestone Term Papers/Capstone 

Summarize material effectively 
and locate argument 

(Forms: in-class writing based 
on text/primary docs; 
abstracts of readings; reviews; 
essays 

Some ability to summarize, 
though may not distill 
effectively; minimal 
identification of argument. 

Adequately  isolates argument 
and chooses appropriate 
quotation to reflect material’s 
argument; Basic summary 
though may miss more 
complex elements  

Clearly identifies  most 
elements of argument; chooses 
effective quotation; summary 
clear, concise.  Beginning to 
connect with other sources 

Demonstrates thorough 
understanding of argument; 
uses compelling quotations to 
illustrate material; uses 
summary to connect or 
synthesize multiple sources 

Use evidence to support an 
argument 

(Forms: same as above; and 
research prospecti) 

Makes basic claims based on 
evidence 

More original and developed 
claims based on more 
sophisticated analysis of 
evidence 

Strong claims that also connect 
evidence and claim to 
secondary source or other 
reading 

Synthesizes  multiple sources 
in support of sustained 
argument that reflects some 
originality 

Produce essays with sustained 
focus that synthesize sources 
and develops a thesis 

 

 

(Forms: essays, term-papers, 
research papers; reviews; 
theses) 

Demonstrates attempt to 
construct essay writing. May 
use sources but ineffectively, 
lack coherency, though 
moving towards a focus; may 

lack a developed thesis 

Adequate essay format and 
organization with logical use of 
sources, though with some 
lack of consistency.  
Coherence and focus, but not 
fully sustained.  Thesis 
adequate but lacking risk-
taking or originality 

Strong essay format with clear 
organization and focus.  
Moving towards independent  
interpretation and analysis; 
sustained coherence that uses 
synthesis of more than two 
sources; well-developed thesis 

Well -organized, focused essay 
form that demonstrates 
independent analysis and 
strong, even provocative 
argument and/or 
interpretation. Effective 
synthesis of three or more 
sources; strong, developed and 
sustained thesis. 

Revision and editing 

 

Minimal ability to revise 
content; effort to locate and 
edit sentence-level error. 
Revision results in some 
change, but not necessarily 
stronger writing; Sentence-
level errors do not impede 
meaning. 

Adequate ability to revise 
content and re-organize as 
needed; effective editing of 
sentence-level errors; Revision 
produces some stronger 
writing but significant work 

still needed. 

Revises effectively to produce 
stronger writing and 
argumentation; Very few 
sentence-level errors; prose 
strong, if not completely 
polished. 

Revises effectively and revision 
results in more sophisticated 
and/or developed argument. 
Revision produces fluid, 
polished prose with minimal, if 
any, sentence-level errors 

Use of citation conventions Attempt to use with errors; 
primarily book and article 
citation 

Use with some formatting 
errors or inconsistency; Use 
for other types of sources 

Relatively free of errors for any 
source  

Error-free citation 

 


